QC Holiday Mini Mart Sale
2018 Rules and Instructions
1. You may sell any quarter scale item or kit you wish to sell. You are encouraged to
offer at least a few items at a low cost to make sure the Mini Mart is available to all our
members regardless of the size of their pocketbooks.
2. You can sell up to 6 individual items. Each will have its own section on a single
webpage with each participating vendor having one page of their own. Web pages are
created by Janet Smith and will be similar to our roundtable pages.
3. You can supply one photo of each item. If you REALLY need two (e.g. to show a front
and rear view), we will include two but they may have to be smaller. All photos will be
linked to a bigger view of the photo, so send photos in as high resolution as you have.
4. Remember, this is a sale so enhance your sales by making the price attractive. Your
prices should not be higher than the prices offered on your website. A good incentive
is free or reduced shipping to customers.
5. You must have your pictures and the application submitted no later than November 30,
2018. Send to: team@quarterconnection.com.
6. You will be notified when the webpages are ready for review. It is your responsibility to
review your listings for accuracy and notify team@quarterconnection.com of any
changes prior to the opening of the QC Mini Mart.
7. As things sell out, you may resubmit items to replace those sold throughout the Mini
Mart, but you must be very patient with your website administrator who will be updating
the pages as needed :-)
8. Send your contact information in a single email by cutting and pasting this block of text
into an email and filling in your own information. You need only send this one time (not
with each listing):
Name:
Business Name:
Business Website (if applicable):
Email address:
Payment Types Accepted:
9. Send a single email for each item offered. Attach a photo AS A .JPG FILE (do not
insert the photo) to the message. Cut and Paste this block of information into the email
and fill in the appropriate information. If your shipping cost breakdown varies from the
three options shown below (which is appropriate for US vendors), modify the headings
accordingly:
Item Name:
Brief Description: <optional>
Kit or Finished Item:
Size:
Price:
Quantity Available:
Shipping US:
Shipping Canada:
Shipping Other:

